ADVISORY

1. Advisory Number
ALERT-0

2. Subject
Rocket misfires when strapped to coyote

3. Manufacturer
ACME Manufacturing, Inc.
1 Acme Way
Building A
Suite A
Acme City, AA 00000
USA

4. Manufacturer CAGE Code
CAGE-ACME-0

5. Federal Supply Classification
FSC-ACME-Rocket-0

6. Part/Material/Process Number
PN-AR-0

7. Lot Date Code/Batch Code/Serial Number
LDC-AR-0

8. Controlling Spec/Document Number
SN-AR-0

9. References
Reference List

GENERAL INFORMATION
This is an Advisory issued in accordance with the requirements of Procedures and Guidelines 1234.5. For information concerning processing and actions required to be conducted in conjunction with this information, refer to your contract, or to Procedures and Guidelines 1234.5. This information has been compiled and presented as accurately, completely, and objectively as possible consistent with the primary objective of alerting potentially affected projects as early as possible. This information may be altered, revised, or rescinded by subsequent developments or additional tests; and these changes could be communicated by other documents.

10. DISTRIBUTION
While the primary distribution for this document is internal to corporate and contract personnel, the information contained in this document is factual, and its release to, and use by, other entities is not restricted.

11. Problem Description and Details
After carefully strapping rocket on coyote with No. 5 rope, rocket ignites, but fuel consumption rate is excessive.

Net effect: coyote suffers unacceptable damage from unexpected collision with cliff.
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12. Action Taken
None so far, waiting for ACME response.

13. Technical Point of Contact

Name/Title:  Wile E. Coyote
FAX Phone:  999.999.9999
Location:  Bldg 9999
Mailing Address:  Room 9999
Voice Phone:  999.999.9999
E-mail Address:  wileecoyote@warnerbros.com

14. Prepared Date
01-Aug-2002

15. Advisory Coordinator

Name/Title:  Road Runner
FAX Phone:  000.000.0000
Location:  Bldg 0000
Mailing Address:  Room 0000
Voice Phone:  000.000.0000
E-mail Address:  roadrunner@warnerbros.com

16. Released by:  (Signature)

17. Date Released

ON PAPER ONLY

Only signed and dated versions of this Advisory are to be used for official reference purposes.
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